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Public officials, historians, political
scientists, and journalists have written
glowingly of Virginia's growth in the last two
decades: urbanization, industry, highways,
bridges, tunnels, airports, and booming
population. The story hardly needs to be
repeated here of Virginia's dramatic trans
formation in recent decades from a predomi
nantly rural, one-party state to a predomi
nantly metropolitan one with some of the
liveliest party politics in the country. The
belief in the desirability of growth is quite
understandable. It has meant greater
prosperity for nearly everyone. It has
opened new opportunities and has nour
ished new ideas-factors which, in turn,
have contributed directly to better race
relations. Likewise, an expanding tax base
has yielded greater revenues for education,
health care, and public works. While this
growth has been correlated with the passing
of the old conservative order, the idea that
"growth \s good" is by no means confined to
the so-called liberal end of the political
spectrum. Indeed, the skepticism of some
conservatives about the expansion of the
public sector is more than compensated for
by their enthusiasm for growth in the private
sector and their belief in government's duty
to sustain that growth. Faith in the efficacy
of growth and development enjoys a very
strong consensus among officeholders and
activists of all parties and political persua
sions.

It is also true that growth and expanded
public services beget greater demands and
competition for those same services. In the
mid-1960s Virginia moved to meet these
challenges by finally adopting a sales tax and
cautiously moving away from a "pay-as-you
go" fiscal policy. Prodded by the availability
of federal money and relatively easy financ
ing during the boom years, cities set up
various development programs and moved

toward comprehensive planning. Communi
ty Action and. Model Cities programs
affirmed two critical concepts: (1) the
government's duty to encourage and plan
for growth and (2) the e:tizen's right to
participate directly in the process. Through
out the United States, these and other
programs have greatly increased expendi
tures by state and local governments;
Virginia has been no exception, with its
estimated fivefold increase in local expendi
tures since the 1950s.

Policymakers have had to walk a thin line
during these years of change. Political
scientists, recognizing as they do the
difficulties of formulating coherent policy in
our decentralized system of government,
have been very sympathetic to the policy
maker. The literature of local government
and planning has been the literature of the
manager-planner-politician as "hero"-a
defender of the poor and powerless,
arbitrating hopelessly contradictory de
mands and struggling against selfish inter
ests in a tedious, thankless job. S. J.
Makielski quotes one planner's lament:

How the board reacts to your
proposals may be most important in the
long run, but there is no experience
quite like standing up in front of a crowd
of people and having them abuse you
personally and attack the plans you
have made for them, in their best
interests. 1 [emphasis added]
Nevertheless, increasing evidence exists

of a new mood in the American electorate. A
mixture of motivations, some noble, some
not so noble, has brought many people to
the point of being acutely suspicious of
government planning and programs. One
contributing factor, and the first of several
ironies to be encountered, is that popular
dissatisfaction with the national government

IS. J. Makielski, Local Planning in Virginia: Development,
Politics, and Prospects (Charlottesville: Institute of Government,
University of Virginia, 1969), p. 74.

has fostered a mood which brings new
headaches to state and local authorities.
The government in Washington is distant
and imponderable, but local government is a
close and easy target. Since local politics
suffers from a notorious apathy, a shift in the
orientation and behavior of a relatively few
activist citizens can have an impact far
beyond the numbers involved. Likewise, the
works of local officials have an immediacy
that makes it relatively easier for the
citizenry to know what is being done,
particularly if not to its satisfaction. Last, but
not least, local governments have to rely
heavily on what polls have consistently

. found to be the most disliked tax in America:
the real property tax. And taxes lie at the
heart of the current controversy. Across the
country, school districts and municipal
governments have had to cut back drastical
lyon programs and services as voters reject
bond issues. New York City has become
something of a national joke as from
thousands of soapboxes it is held up as a
naked example of the perfect way not to run
a city. At the time of this writing, Californi
ans have overwhelmingly adopted a propos
al (Proposition 13) to limit sharply property
taxation. These and similar events indicate
that a closer examination of the "opposi
tion" side of government finance is needed.

Local politics normally involves fluid,
shifting coalitions of many groups that
"support" the government on some issues
and are in "opposition" on others. One type
of organization that is fairly consistent in its
opposition is the taxpayers' association. In
one poll of city councilmen, homeowners'
groups and taxpayers' groups were listed as
the top two groups "consistently critical of
what the council is doing. "2 Yet research on
these groups has been surprisingly limited.
Sometimes they are dismissed as being
mere fronts for large real estate and

2Betty H. Zisk, Local Interest Politics: A One-Way Street (New
York: The Bobbs-Merrill Company, Inc., 1973), pp. 30-31.
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commercial interests. Often they are simply
included with bad weather and other
nuisances that have to be overcome by
responsible officials on their way to dealing
with really important matters. In Virginia,
leaders of taxpayers' groups often complain
that they have gotten a "bad press." Their
relationship with governing bodies and
planning and study commissions is seen
basically as an adversary relationship which
is an unpleasant, but probably necessary,
fact of life.3 Across the nation, taxpayers'
associations cover a broad spectrum rang
ing from well-organized lobbies mobilizing
their own experts, lawyers, and consultants
to loose protest groups appearing on the
scene episodically. They are, nevertheless, a
real force on the American political scene.
The Council on State Governments has
compiled a list of no less than forty-one state
taxpayers' associations.

HISTORICAL DEVELOPMENT

--- -- ---A--se€efl€i --fascffiat-mg----irefly --1s---that--two
forces so often in conflict-the movement
for professional city management and the
"opposition" taxpayer associations-both
claim a common ancestor. Alfred Parker,
executive director of Tax Foundation, Inc.,
has linked the origins of these two contem
porary antagonists to the municipal reform
movements of the early part of the century.
According to Parker, the objective of "The
National Municipal League, formed in
1893 . . . and similar leagues... was to
stop prevailing chaos and corruption in
government and to establish and develop
specific practical tested methods for improv
ing government."4

The strategies of these citizen groups
changed with the political circumstances
and the changing role of governments. To
some extent, these strategic adjustments
have been made necessary by the victories
won. Starting with the model city charter,
reform groups advocated various proposals
designed to make government more effi
cient and more honest. They worked for a
civil service system, centralized purchasing,
and management and accounting tech
niques borrowed from business, as- well as
for nonpartisan elections and the defeat of
the big city political machines. Having won
many hard fought battles here, the reform
movement then adopted the strategy of
governmental research, with municipal
research bureaus seeking to improve
government through the systematic analysis
of complex problems by private experts.
Thus, as Parker summarizes this early
citizen involvement, "The organized citizen
approach to government in the period
ranging up to about 1930 was at first largely
one of protest and reform; later it concen-

3The material on Virginia taxpayers' associations came from
several sources, including interviews with leaders of several
associations; selected issues of the Albemarle County Taxpayer;
and copies of press releases and letter from the secretary, Central
City Committee, Richmond, Apr. 13, 1978. One of the best
newspaper articles surveying taxpayers' associations during an
earlier stage is Alan Cooper, "Taxpayers' Groups Damned,
Praised," Richmond Times-Dispatch, Apr. 1, 1974, p. 1.

4Alfred Parker, "The Role of Citizen Organization in Govern
ment Spending Decisions," paper presented at the 22nd Congress,
International Institute of Public Finance, York, England, Sept. 16,
1966, pp. 4-6 and en passim.

trated on improvements in public adminis
tration, in the managerial techniques of
government."

However, with the coming of the 1930s
and the Great Depression, and continuing
into World War II and the postwar period, an
historic shift took place. As Parker points
out, as late as 1929, local government
expenditures still equalled the total of
federal and state government expenditures
in America. But local government was
utterly incapable of coping with an upheaval
of the dimensions of the Depression.
Citizens concerned with integrity and
efficiency of the public service had to adjust
their strategy again to cope with the
increased activity of the federal and state
governments. At this point, taxpayers'
associations, including state taxpayers'
associations, came into existence.

The municipal reformers began as protes
ters concerned with the "how" of govern
ment. The success of this movement has
been such that it is now difficult to mark the
line separating the movemenr- for govern
ment reform from government itself. Virtual
ly all public administrators today see
themselves as the carriers of this tradition,
and today's municipal leagues are more or
less professional ~ssociations of people in
government. The taxpayers' associations
which appeared on the scene in the 1930s
introduced the additional questions of
"what" and "how much" government. They
revived some of the militancy of the early
reform movement. As the next generation of
public administrators became increasingly a
professional class, leaders of taxpayers'
groups became more and more the leaders
of"opposition" protest groups; consequent
ly, the distinction between the two in terms
of ideology became an antagonism.

In Virginia, most of the taxpayers' groups
developed in the 1960s. They seem to follow
naturally in the wake of urbanization. One of
the oldest and most durable is the Fairfax
County Taxpayers' Alliance (FCTA), which
was formed in 1956; it was obviously a
byproduct of the tremendous growth in
northern Virginia during that period. The
Hampton Taxpayers' Association was
organized--in the early 1960s. Still later, the
Western Albemarle Taxpayers' Association
and the Albemarle County Taxpayers'
Association were organized in the 1970s, in
an area just beginning to grapple with the
problems of being an urbanizing county. It is
a sign of the times and of things to come that
movements are now underway to organize
taxpayers' groups in such rural counties as
Greene and Louisa.

THE IDEA OF CITIZEN PARTICIPATION

One might well ask the question, "Why
citizen participation?" The ultimate answer,
of course, is a normative one. Government
should express the "will of the people."
However, voting in elections is at best a
generalized expression of the direction in
which voters want government to move.
Political parties are supposed to provide a
link between officials and electors, but in
America parties are first and foremost in the
business of contesting elections. The formu
lation of specific policy requires something

more. The rationale for citizen organizations
is that collective action by a group is a more
effective means of accomplishing a desired
end than that of individuals.

The idea of citizen participation goes still
further. Not only should citizens be able to
influence policy decisions, but also they
should play a direct role in policy making.
The idea has its origins in many sources:
early American political thought; the reform
movements; and, ironically, the protest
groups, civil rights groups, and community
action type organizations of the 1960s. One
commentator has observed recently that
citizen participation activities, like all politi
cal activity, have their built-in biases. Those
people directly affected by a particular
policy decision are naturally more likely to
participate, and those with a higher socio
economic status will feel more efficacious
about doing so. An intense policy preference
rooted in an immediate property interest will
carry disproportionate weight. This creates
new headaches for policymakers, but one
cannot- now get the citizen partlcipation
"genie" back into the bottle.

In Virginia, taxpayers' associations have
continually invoked the ideal of citizen
participation. In a statement to the
Albemarle County board of supervisors
introducing the Albemarle County Taxpay
ers' Association, A. P. Janssen opened with
a quote from Jefferson: "Once the people do
not participate in the daily affairs of
government, the government will soon run
them." Mr. Janssen then went on to assert
that the main purpose of his organization
was to provide the people with "a practical
means to communicate their thoughts to
their elected representatives."5 Taxpayers'
associations have an unusually strong belief
in elaborate open hearings and popular
referenda. Two Richmond-based groups,
the Richmond Independent Taxpayers'
Association and the Central City Commit
tee, went to court in early 1978 to try to force
a referendum in that city on a proposed $32
million bond issue.

ORGANIZATIONAL AND STRATEGIC
PROBLEMS

Taxpayers' associations, in order to be
effective, should be organized in such a way
that they incorporate and support those
characteristics most likely to promote group
success. One of the most important of these
is continuity. An organization cannot expect
to accomplish much from periodic, short
term outbursts of indignation. Establishing
continuity can be an especially troublesome
problem for taxpayers' associations be
cause of the inherent nature of the issues
with which they are concerned. While
complaints about taxes can be heard
continuously, the issue only becomes a
passionate one on a periodic and temporary
basis-namely, when people receive a large
tax bill. The remainder of the time, taxes are
something to which most people simply
adjust as being inevitable.

5"Remarks Made by A. P. Janssen at the Public Budget
Hearing-April 16, 1975," the Albemarle County Taxpayer
(Charlottesville: The Albemarle County Taxpayers' Association),
May 1975.



The successful organization also most
likely will be a politically nonpartisan one,
and one that will have at least some
permanent staff. Without permanent staff, it
is much more difficult for the organization to
undertake services such as research,
education, and technical assistance to local
governments, all of which will make the
organization more effective. Additionally,
permanent staffing better enables the
organization to fulfill its (self-assigned) role
as a guardian of the public interest, and to be
a counterforce to 9ther organized interest
groups.

Of equal importance to an organization's
success is a broad base of support; the
organization should be able to obtain
voluntary financial and political support
from a diverse enough group that no
particular economic interest can predomi
nate. However, for taxpayers' associations,
special problems could arise from the broad
diversity of its potential membership pool.
Taxpayers are a heterogeneous set of
individuals, a set which technically includes
everyone. Most of the time, taxpayers are
divided by class, occupational group, race,
ethnicity, age, ideology-in short, everyone
of the cleavages which normally divide a
political community. In Virginia, home
ownership seems to be the most important
basis for membership in taxpayers' groups.
There is some involvement by small busi
nessmen, and a disproportionate number of
older citizens, obviously concerned about
the effects of inflation and taxation on their
property. The size of the organizations
tends to peak at certain points of intense
activity and then to level out, but each of the
groups surveyed claims several hundred
dues-paying members. The Virginia state
association, organized five years ago, is a
loose federation, with the city and county
groups operating autonomously. However,
some individuals in the local groups are
active in the state group as well, and
individuals from older established groups
have been known to offer advice and
assistance to organizing groups.

An examination of the history and
organizational structure of taxpayers' asso
clatlons both in Virginia and in other states
also reveals several different strategies
available to these groups in trying to achieve
success. One long term strategy is to align
the association with business. The North
Carolina Citizens Association, for example,
was organized in 1942 as a citizens' group.
Over time, business people became increas
ingly involved in its activities. Today, the
North Carolina Citizens Association is a
very strong organization that does continu
ing research on tax and fiscal policy, lobbies
the state legislature, and publishes a very
sophisticated magazine and series of news
letters. It is, as one North Carolina political
leader has said, "practically a fourth branch
of government." However, it is also very
close to being a state chamber of commerce.
Indeed, one of the official publications lists
the names of its officers and directors over
the names of the corporations which they
represent.6

6"North Carolina Citizens Association," pamphlet, May 1977.
Also, letter from Henry Brown, Jr., Director of Governmental
Relations, North Carolina Citizens Association, Mar. 20, 1978.

Such an intimate alliance with business
has its pitfalls. For example, realtors
obviously have an interest in a low property
tax. At the same time, however, the
increased revenues produced by a higher
tax rate might support governmental pro
grams capable of enhancing the value of
particular properties by attracting popula
tion and industry and, consequently, new
clients. In Virginia, taxpayers' associations
have occasionally found themselves in
conflict with business groups. The Freder
icksburg Taxpayers' Association has been
in conflict with downtown merchants for a
number of years over a revitalization
project. The two groups in Richmond
mentioned previously have been extremely
critical of business in the debate over
Richmond's proposed Project One, a plan to
build a convention center in the city. In
Albemarle County, the taxpayers' associa
tion and the developers have been on
opposite sides in a number of battles.

If the organization is too close to govern
ment, over a period of time it may become
absorbed, which is in effect what has
happened with some municipal reform
groups. This probably would be especially
easy in a so-called conservative state in
which all public officials and administrators
at least pay lip service to the ideal of fiscal
responsibility. Another approach for the
organization is a militant strategy-taking
an uncompromising position on all spending
and taxes, and thus mobilizing the organiza
tion in a very ideological way. While this was
the strategy adopted by the original taxpay
ers' groups in the 1930s, there are weak
nesses in this approach as well, as pointed
out in at least one discussion of the subject
over twenty years ago. Clever politicians
can work around it. In one example cited,
the mayor of a city, under pressure from
taxpayers' groups, kept his promise to
reduce expenditures by slashing funds for
education and health while retaining political
patronage jobs, "padded with hundreds of
party workers." Through the single-minded
and sometimes selfish concentration on
reducing taxes, the groups helped to bring
about a political result which surely did
violence to their ultimate objective.7

The benefits to an organization of directly
endorsing candidates for public office are
not clearly discernible. In Virginia the record
has been mixed. The Fredericksburg Tax
payers' Association recently won a signifi
cant victory in this manner, in effect gaining
control of the city council. But in Richmond,
a candidate supported by a taxpayers'
association there ran poorly after campaign
ing hard against Project One.

While in some states taxpayers' suits are a
favorite tactic, this strategy has not been
widely applied in Virginia. However, Gordon
v. Board of Supervisors did establish that
taxpayers have standing to attack an alleged
illegal diversion of public funds. Also, the
Western Albemarle Taxpayers' Association
was instrumental in bringing about the
decision in Perkins v. Albemarle County,
striking down the practice of reappraising

7Marguerite J. Fisher and donald G. Bishop, Municipal and
Other Local Governments (New York: Prentice-Hall, Inc., 1950),
pp. 172-73.

property in a locality, parcel by parcel, in
such a way that the effective tax rate was not
uniform throughout the county.8 The case of
the Western Albemarle association illus
trates how dramatic victories still do not
guarantee continuity to an organization.
After having won this important battle, the
Western Albemarle Taxpayers' Association
went out of existence, to be replaced
eventually by a new organization in 1975.

The most important activity of taxpayers'
associations is routine lobbying: testifying
before city councils, county boards, and
planning commissions. The Albemarle
County association has found a way to carry
out the lobbying function in a manner that
has the additional benefit of engendering
feelings of participation among its members,
thereby serving to sustain the organization.
This group has undertaken a continuing
series of opinion polls on a number of varied
subjects. These polls are carefully tabulated
and reported to the county board as part of
the organization's testimony. Likewise, no
official position is taken by the association
on any matter without first polling the
membership.

Taxation in and of itself may well be too
broad a focus to sustain a long term effort by
taxpayers' associations. Therefore, the
most favorable situation seems to be one in
which the organization can focus on a
specific, concrete project or policy of
government-especially one in which the
sound judgment of the responsible public
officials can be called into question. Thus the
Fredericksburg group has focused on the
city's plans for a downtown revitalization
project and the construction of a new school
building (rather than the renovation of an old
one). The Richmond groups have waged a
strong campaign against the Project One
plan to build a convention center in the city.
The Albemarle group has been involved in
various controversies concerning zoning
around the ecologically sensitive South Fork
Rivanna Reservoir. The Hampton group has
gained credibility because of controversies
over management and operation of the
Hampton Roads Coliseum, as well as the
indebtedness brought on by a number of
public works and redevelopment projects in
Hampton.

THE REAL PROPERTY TAX

At the eye of the storm is the real property
tax. So much has been written about the tax
that it is not necessary to present an
extensive discussion here, but rather just to
review the principal reasons why this tax has
contributed so significantly to the taxpayers'
revolt. John Knapp, in the summary chapter
of his monograph on the real property tax,
has listed the seven basic reasons why the
tax is so unpopular:

(1) It is regressive for low income
families-those who pay a higher
proportion of their income for housing
have to pay more tax.
(2) It is considered a barrier to home
ownership-and a disincentive for
homeowners who want to improve

8Gordon v. Board of Supervisors, 207 Va. 827,153 S. E. 2d 270
(1967); Perkins v. Albemarle County, 214 Va. 240 (1974).



their property. Thus, the tax threatens
a part of the "American dream."
(3) It imposes a levy on unrealized
capital gains-and thus is not necessar
ily representative of the income from
which the tax is paid.
(4) It is based on an estimate of market
value-at best a subjective judgment,
especially during times of high inflation
and rapidly changing market condi
tions.
(5) Inflation and infrequent assess
ments mean dramatic increases-even
when the rate of taxation is adjusted
downward, huge assessment increases
produce a shocking impact.
(6) It is usually paid at one time and is
more painful than other taxes-unlike
sales taxes and income taxes, which are
paid a little at a time.
(7) Reformers have been exposing its
limitations for years-it is generally
known that the tax is a troublesome
one, and public officials have a difficult
time defending themselves from at
tack.9

Even attempts at property tax reform can
create problems. For example, some locali
ties have offered special tax benefits for
agricultural and certain other similar types
of land, presumably to preserve some open
spaces and to keep urbanizing areas from
being overrun by crazy-quilt development.
But charges have been made that in some
cases these land use exemptions are thinly
disguised subsidies for land speculators or
for wealthy landowners. Or consider the
1975 amendment to section 58-760 of the
Virginia Code requiring that all assessments
"shall be made at one hundred per centum
fair market value."This is a good reform
which should reduce some of the confusion
and inequities in property tax assessments,

9John L. Knapp, Virginia Issues: The Real Property Tax
(Charlottesville: Tayloe Murphy Institute, University of Virginia,
1974), pp. 47-48. For two lively recent articles, see David Hapgood,
"The Property Tax Mess," 4 Idaho Cities 15-17,21-25 (Feb.-Mar.
1978); and George W. Bauernschmidt, Jr., "The Property Tax Has
Gone Beyond Intolerable to Unbearable," 56 Virginia Muncipal

Review 10-11 (January 1978).

but the transition has been a painful one.
There has naturally been an increased
evaluation of nearly everyone's property,
and many taxpayers do not understand that
such a substantial increase in assessments
does not necessarily mean a corresponding
increase in taxes. Tax rates have to be
adjusted downward accordingly; but before
new rates can be settled on, the clamorous
political process has to run its course. As
one member of the Orange County board of
supervisors observed: "This is a whole new
ballgame ... It's never been done before ...
People are scared." In 1974 Harley Williams,
president of the Fairfax County Taxpayers'
Alliance, predicted that taxpayers' associa
tions would be "crawling out of the wood
work" if the state went to assessment at 100
percent of fair market value.

CONCLUSIONS

The central question to be answered is
not whether taxpayers' associations will
continue to play a role in government
finance, but rather what type of role. With
the victory of Proposition 13 in California,
taxpayers' groups no doubt will be embold
enedinthefuture,andthere~everyreason

to expect some kind of move for a Virginia
version of Proposition 13 in an upcoming
General Assembly session. One would hope
that taxpayers' groups can playa construc
tive role as something other than "opposi
tion" protest groups by assisting in the
evaluation and formulation of alternative
policies. Government officials must explain
precisely the connection between specific
levels of taxation and specific levels of
services, while simultaneously bringing the
"opposition" groups into the process and
encouraging them to assume a more
responsible role. One of the functions of
citizen participation is the legitimation of
government policy.

In the literature on citizen participation, it
is often assumed that "opposition," "pro
test," and "outside" groups are associated
with the poor, racial and ethnic minorities,
and the young. But it is evident, to this

commentator at least, that much the same
alienation is affecting other segments of
society as well. Wherever the fault lies, many
people feel a rift between themselves and
their government. The power of govern
ment ultimately rests on something the
political scientists refer to as 'legitimacy,"
i.e., a sense of confidence in the political
leadership, in the belief that their powers
and policies derive from established princi
ples and procedures. As much as anything
else, what we are witnessing is a crisis of
legitimacy.

If local government becomes crippled by
today's uncertain fiscal situation, then the
final irony might be still greater power
flowing to Washington. Numerous cities are
already heavily dependent on the federal
government for various kinds of aid. If the
localities are caught in a bind between
demands for services and an unworkable
local taxation system, there will be a great
temptation to turn to the national govern
ment, with its huge taxing and borrowing
powers. Another possibility is that the
debate over taxation and spending will
degenerate into a unseemly struggle be
tween the "haves" and the "have-nots." We
have already seen some of this phenomenon
in Virginia in the endless debate between
counties and cities over annexation. In
Albemarle County, for example, the taxpay
ers' concern for safeguarding a vital water
source is on a collision course with city
residents' demands for new housing. If
governments must cut back public services,
and if limits are to be placed on new growth,
then public officials and taxpayers alike
should work to see that the pain of
retrenchment is equitably distributed.

As for the real property tax, most
observers are not yet prepared to go so far
as to advocate abolition. However, a careful
review should be undertaken of what the
proper mix of taxes should be. In the case of
Virginia, at least, there is no immediate
emergency. There is time for reflection; time
to work things out. It would be unfortunate if
that time is not used effectively.
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